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Jenny Kidd & Joanne Sayner

Intersections of silence and empathy in heritage practice

This special issue examines and fosters dialogue about silence and empathy
as practices or consequences of historical interpretation; speciﬁcally the
methods, discourses, representations and architectures of knowledge
within which silence is called forth and understood as a process of memory,
and its potential to elicit or foreclose empathy. We believe that current
awareness – amongst heritage practitioners and academics – of diﬀering
disciplinary, geographical and institu- tional conceptions of silence needs to
be heightened, and that a more robust discussion about the
institutionalisation of both silences and empathy is long overdue. Within
heritage practice, we ﬁnd silence too often understood solely as the
absence of sound or of voice, and empathy too often championed as an
unqualiﬁed and ill-deﬁ ed good . B
ossi g ou da ies et ee research
and practice, this volume explores the problematic of articulating silence
and empathy as useful, harmful, or measurable outcomes of interpretive
endeavour. We engage openly and critically with the complexities of these
terms; the distinctions between ei g sile ed and ei g sile t (Fivush
2010), the limitations and manipulations of empathy (Coplan and Goldie
2011) and the creative – and political – possibilities of work at the
interstices.
Empathy has been well-theorised within psychology and psychotherapy
literature (see Haugh and Merry 2001 for an overview), and silence has been an
emergent theme in that analysis. However, the relationship between these
concepts has yet to be comprehensively studied from the perspective of
heritage studies. Similarly, while the relationships between silence and text and
silence and narrative have been stressed (Böhm and Bruni 2003; Erll 2011),
heritage contexts cannot be reduced to either. As Rhiannon Mason and Joanne
Sayner stress in the opening article of this volume, it is the speciﬁcs of sites
such as museums (as media, representation and cultural practice) which give
rise to certain, and multiple, kinds of silences. Museums and heritage sites are
enmeshed in collective and personal memory construction and interpretation,
yet how silences
and empathetic experience manifest, interact with and
cross-fertilise each other within such processes is less well understood.
There is no doubt that empathy still has currency as an aﬀective device in
the o te po a
he itage la ds ape. Fes a h a d Fes a h s 2009)
contention from just under a decade ago that empathy can increase our
social understanding, lessen social conﬂict, limit aggression, increase
compassion and caring, lessen prejudice, increase emotional competence,
and motivate pro-social behaviour (that is, moral behaviours and altruism)

remains, for many, as persuasive as ever. It is thus unsurprising that those
working in heritage contexts have embraced what we call strategies of
e path . Oppo tu ities to eet a d e e
e o e characters from the
various pasts being depicted are common. Some such moments are
explicitly framed as calls to empathise; in participatory performances (as in
the u e ous Vi to ia lass oo s i U.K. he itage sites , useu s digital
games (Kidd 2015), or in opportunities to adopt a temporary persona for
the duration of a visit (as at the United States Holocaust Memorial Museum
or the National WWII Museum, USA, or at Titanic Belfast, Northern Ireland).
Empathy has been seen as a productive site of politics and justice (Clohesy
2013). Yet, the d a i s of e path (Katz 1963) that emerge within
museums and heritage sites need more consideration (Kidd et al. 2014;
Gokcigdem 2016). For example, what assumptions do such programmes
make about the relationship between empathy, experience and
o p ehe sio ? Does feeli g so ethi g a thi g?
ithi these sites
mean we are any closer to understanding? (Steyn 2014). Do our interactions
and behaviours i the o ld ha ge as a esult of ou aﬀective responses (for
better, for worse)? There are other unknowns which follow from these
observations: How likely an outcome is empathic accuracy, and how important
is it? What a e the o se ue es of failed e path ? Is it possi le a d
desirable to sustain empathy over time? (Howe 2013) How is empathy
e odied ? Coope 2001) A d do st ategies of e path e ui e o e ethi al
o t ols tha othe
ethods e ause of thei fo eg ou di g of su je ti it ?
(Katz 1963) There are also limits to such practices: It is incon- ceivable that we
would be encouraged to empathise with those who perform atrocious acts or
hose a tio s a e judged a ho e t
toda s Weste
o al sta da ds.
I deed, e path fo the de il Morton 2011, 318) is a notable interpretive
silence.
Despite, or maybe because of, their ubiquity, strategies of empathy in heritage
o te ts ha e ee ha shl
iti ized; a used of g a ti g a self-indulgent
sense of superio it i
useu
isito s hi h does othi g to a hie e the
stated educational, ethical and political aims (Arnold- De Simine 2013). Such
criticisms focus on potential dehistoricisation and the blurring of institu- tional
power relations and social contexts (Steyn 2014). This volume seeks to explore
such criticisms and to examine the extent to which constructions of silence
contribute to, or alleviate, these.
The approach that authors take to intersections of silence and empathy
depends of course not only on their understanding of empathy but also on the
ways in which they conceptualise silence. Rhiannon Mason and Joanne Sayner
open the debate by bringing together for the ﬁrst time diﬀerent ways of
thinking about museal silences. They emphasise that diﬀerent forms of silence
can exist simultaneously and all are circumscribed by their internal and external
surroundings. As such, certain moments of silence can open up possibilities for
empathy while others hinder these. The articles in this volume span a similarly

diverse spectrum in the ways in which they approach silence.
Critics from heritage and museum studies have often emphasized processes
by which voices become silenced during exhibition construction, with
sile e ei g see as the esult of hege- monic p odu ts (Freeman,
Nienass, and Daniell 2014, 3) and judged a ea s of social o t ol Naka e
2007, 9). Silence then emerges as a thing political, unpredictable and
shifting. Such critiques are important. Indeed, as Katie Markham suggests in
this volume, it is sometimes the very strategies which aim to elicit empathy
(often with concomitant attempts at representational polyvocality and a
repost to certain forms of institutional silence) which in fact lead to empathy
becoming a form of silencing itself.
In contrast, and working on the basis that some silences can be positive (as
marks of respect, as spaces of thought and reﬂection), other contributors ask
how institutions charged with inter- pretation of the past can more adequately
create physical and metaphorical space for silence, and overcome their
a ieties i elatio to this u i e sal aspe t of hu a eha io Ta nen and
Saville-Troike 1985, xi). As such, they seek to confound what Jaworski has called
the ultu al aluatio of oise o e sile e 1993, 7). In diﬀerent ways in this
volume we ﬁnd st ategies of e path d a i g o the possi ilities of ei g
sile t Fi ush 2010). The authors examine shared and negotiated silences as
related to voices, events, texts and objects (Bonshek 2008), seeing silence as
o e tha
e el the a se e of spee h o sou d “a ille-Troike 1985, 4) and
athe as pe fo ati e o -spee h a ts Wi te 2013 a d i h o e satio al
and expressi e esou e[s] Ada 1997, 10). In this volume, Kyoko Murakami
presents silence as itself a kind of dialogue, one that museums and heritage
sites should learn to identify, to nurture, and to respect. In the liminal spaces of
silence, Murakami argues, ﬁxed heritages can be purposefully unsettled, and
new meanings and identities begin to emerge. Murakami is one of several
authors in this volume to address silence and diverse processes of
u settle e t La Cap a 2001, 41) and ask what their value is in diﬀerent
contexts.
Dennis Kurzon encourages us to explore the meaning of silences, noting that
the e t al p o le of sile e i dis ou se is to dis o e that ea i g 1997,
5 . Kidd s o t i utio i estigates ho e odied g oup e ou te s ith
digital heritage can create ambiguous elisions of silence and empathy, and
unpacks what those mean to participants. Ambiguity here is under- stood
positi el , ut it ight also lead us to ask hat the o se ue es a e of failed
sile es. As Ada Ja o ksi otes, sile e a ause t ou le, too 1993, 4).
Trouble of a diﬀe e t so t is the fo us of Ca dela Delgado Ma í s a ti le. Ma í
introduces us to the works of feminist visual artists working powerfully with
sile e i thei p a ti e of p odu i g dis upti e ou te tales . “he ad o ates a
fundamental, and positive, universality of silent, empathetic storytelling.
Storytelling is also at the heart of Silke Arnold-de “i i e s a ti le. “he e a i es
the a i
hi h a ati es ithi a tou ist att a tio a t a sfo
sile es

and unmetabolised aﬀe t i to e path . Both A old-de Simine and Alexandra
Woodall remind us of the imaginative investment made by visitors (with)in the
silences they encounter at museums and heritage sites. For Woodall, whose
o t i utio fo uses o o je t dialogue o es , silence can catalyse productive
u k o i g a d esult i e patheti espo ses f o visitors.
In sum, this volume begins to shed light on questions we might ask at the
interstices of silence and empathy: Does silence (and, perhaps by extension,
listening) make empathy better or more likely? How does the empathic
silence work as an invitation to remember (for example in high proﬁle acts
of remembrance)? How do we communicate empathy, and what is the role
of silence in that process? Under what conditions are silences meaningful,
and/or useful? Do visitors to historic sites diﬀer in how they deal with the
silences they encounter? Do we have adequate methodologies to capture
isito s e pe iences of silence and empathic unsettlement? How can they
be rendered as knowledge? Are collective or co-produced practices of silence
more fruitful in encouraging empathetic engagement (or indeed, is the
converse more likely)? Finally, importantly, in a context where many museum
visitors prefer to remain within their comfort zones, does safety look like
silence?
The contributions in this volume demonstrate that processes of silence are
not easily reducible to simple dichotomies and that processes of empathy
are not always predictable in the often limited physical and intellectual
spaces carved out by exhibitions, and in the conﬁnes of the typical visitor
performance. They therefore investigate diﬀerent forms of silence and
diﬀerent types and registers of empathy and the interrelationships between
them. Taken together, the contributions interrogate how contemporary
conceptions of heritage allow for silence and empathy, linking them to the
current emphasis on participatory work and many diverse mediations of the
past, from the oral to the performative and the digital.
These issues are examined through diﬀerent disciplines including Media
Studies, Cultural Studies, Museology, History, Psychology, Theology,
Philosophy, Anthropology, Sociology, Memory Studies, and Art Criticism,
and through the voices of scholars from a variety of geographical contexts.
The articles draw on a range of international case studies and, as Mason and
Sayner argue, contribute to the nascent debate about the transculturality of
silence within frameworks of empathy and memory (Erll 2016).
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